Based on the renormalization group approach developed by Kuznetsov and Pikovsky (Phys. Lett., A140, 1989, 166) several types of scaling are discussed, which can be observed in a neighborhood of Feigenbaum's critical point at small amplitudes of the driving. The type of scaling behavior depends on a structure of binary representation of the frequency parameter: F-scaling (Feigenbaum's) for finite binary fractions, P-and Q-scaling (periodic and quasiperiodic) for periodic binary fractions, and S-scaling (statistical) for non-periodic binary fractions. All types of scaling are illustrated by parameter-plane diagrams for the rescaled Lyapunov exponent.
INTRODUCTION
It is known that many dissipative nonlinear systems of different nature demonstrate the onset of chaos via a period-doubling bifurcation cascade. According to the concept of universality suggested by Feigenbaum [1, 2] , details of this behavior for the whole class of systems may be described quantitatively using the simplest representative of the class, say, the logistic map.
From the universality intrinsic to an individual system one can conclude that complex constructions, which use such systems as building blocks, should demonstrate universal properties too. Moreover, they could be studied with the use of models built on the basis of the logistic maps.
As a particular example, let us turn to perioddoubling systems driven by external periodic force. According to the above discussion, one can use the forced logistic map to study many aspects of dynamics near the onset of chaos in these systems. The logistic map contains a unique control parameter, so, to account for the external force *Corresponding author.
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we introduce a modulation of this parameter and write 2 Xn+l A + e cos(2rrnw + qS) x n.
(1)
Here c, w, and q5 designate, respectively, the amplitude, frequency, and initial phase of the external force. Index n is interpreted as discrete time.
The periodically forced logistic map was studied extensively by many authors [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . There are two essentially different cases: the first, when the frequency parameter w is rational, i.e., a period of the forcing contains an integer number of time steps, and the second, when w is irrational, and one should speak about quasiperiodic rather than periodic driving. In the last case torus doubling bifurcations occur instead of the usual perioddoubling [3, 4, [10] [11] [12] , and a possibility of such nontrivial behavior as strange nonchaotic attractor in the intermediate region between order and chaos has been reported [13, 12] .
Universal properties, which should be regarded as a generalization of those of Feigenbaum, 
where c 2.502907 is Feigenbaum's constant.
Note the redefinition of discrete time, which is of principal importance (index n in the left part of (4) versus 2n in the right part). 
wl 2w (mod 1).
The new evolution operator defined by a set {f,h,Z,w1} describes the evolution over a doubled time interval. It is expressed via the previous operator by Eqs. (6) obeying the functional equation g(X) og(g(X/oe)).
( 7) The sequence of h asymptotically behaves as 5h(X), where h(X) is an eigenfunction, and 5-4.669201 is an eigenvalue obtained from the equation
Both Eqs. (7) and (8) Table I we present data for frequencies w represented by rationals corresponding to levels 0-6 of the Farey-SternBrocot tree [14] . Only data for 0 _< w _< 1/2 are given because the other half of the unit interval is arranged symmetrically.
Observe that for some values of w the eigenvalues appear to be real; for others they are complex. In these two situations we will discuss scaling properties of the parameter plane separately. We must add now that the configuration in the parameter plane (A, c) depends also on the phase constant qS. However, this dependence remains the same at all levels of the small-scale resolution because the eigenvalue v is real.
When the property of scaling is stated, we can use it to reconstruct the parameter space structure near the critical point on an arbitrarily large number of levels of resolution.
Let us turn to diagrams of the parameter plane (AA, e) in double logarithmic scale. In such a plot the parameter change AA--+AA/(5m, e-+/v corresponds to a shift along the two coordinate axes by mln 5 and lnv, respectively. Accounting scaling, we may perform the computations for one definite interval of AA for a set of w values visited in a course of the RG transformation, and then to arrange the pictures in the double logarithmic plot to cover the desirable range of A and e. In Figure 2 we present such collages. Now the gray tones code the Lyapunov exponent normalized by factor IAI , where /=log 20.4498. This rule is selected on a basis of the well known scaling relation for the Lyapunov exponent near the Feigenbaum' s critical point [1, 2, 6, 7] . It ensures uniformity of the gray scale coding in the whole range of parameters including arbitrarily small vicinity below the critical value of A. Compare simple form of the chaos border in a case of Fscaling (a) with periodic structure of the border characteristic for P-scaling (b).
Another type of small-scale parameter plane structure near the Feigenbaum critical point arises when the eigenvalue v is complex, for example, at w 1/7 or 1/15. In such case one should rewrite Eq. (11) (13)
The numerically calculated arguments of the complex eigenvalues are found not to be in rational ratios with 2r. This means that the value of phase qSk is different at each new step k. Hence, there is no exact repetition of the evolution operators, and, consequently, no exact reproduction of forms in the parameter plane under subsequent enlargement in the neighborhood of the critical point. These forms behave quasiperiodically, and we call it Q-scaling. To give evidence of absence of the periodicity we present in Figure 2c a collage in double logarithmic scale. It is constructed from a set of plots computed separately in a similar way as it has been done above in the context of P-scaling.
In fact, what is observed is a two-dimensional cross-section of a higher-dimensional periodic structure. Indeed, let us consider the extended three-dimensional parameter space (A, A, B (A,B) -plane. Then the form of the evolution operator at the (k/ 1)-th step coincides with that at the old point at the k-th step, and, so, the regimes at both the points will be of the same nature. In (lgl,-,,l, lgc) . Gray tones from dark to white designate values of the rescaled Lyapunov exponent A/Ik-k,,I v, T 0.4498, from minus infinity to zero, black designates positive A (chaos). Observe the simple self-similarity of the picture at small scales in the case of F-scaling, w 1/8 (a), periodic repetition of the forms-P-scaling, w=1/3 (b), quasiperiodic evolution of the forms Q-scaling, w= 1/7 (c), and chaotic evolution for randomly chosen w (see (18) 
where v is the dominant eigenvalue, and m is the period of the periodic tail for the binary fraction w.
In Table I , besides the eigenvalues v, we have presented also the corresponding RGLE. Note (17)
In Figure 2d we present a collage similar to those previously discussed, but for irrational frequency parameter chosen as a random binary fraction, namely, w 0.101001111000101111001001100 111111100111101...
It may be seen that the forms do not repeat each other, so there is no scaling in usual meaning. However, it is possible yet to speak about approximate repetition and scaling in a weaker, statistical sense ("renormalization chaos"). As follows from the RG analysis, the forced logistic map may be regarded as a representative of the universality class, which contains numerous period doubling systems under external periodic or quasiperiodic force. All of them are expected to manifest the same regularities as the logistic map. It would be interesting to observe these regularities in numerical and experimental studies on higher dimensional systems.
